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Description

Onboard floating drilling installation and method for operat

ing an onboard floating drilling installation

The invention relates to a method for operating an onboard

floating drilling installation, comprising a draw-works for

reeling out and reeling in a drilling line, comprising sev

eral thrusters for dynamic positioning the onboard floating

drilling installation and comprising at least one generator

to operate the thrusters and the draw works. The invention

relates further to an onboard floating drilling installation,

comprising a draw-works for reeling out and reeling in a

drilling line, comprising several thrusters for dynamic posi-

tioning the onboard floating drilling installation and com

prising at least one generator to operate the thrusters and

the draw works .

Onboard floating drilling installations, like drillships or

semisubmersible drilling rigs, are maritime vessels which

have been fitted with drilling equipment. Onboard floating

drilling installations are normally used for exploratory

drilling of new oil or gas wells in deep water but can also

be used for scientific drilling. They are able to drill in

water depths up to 3500-4000 m . Most of the onboard floating

drilling installations are outfitted with a dynamic

positioning system to maintain position over the well.

A dynamic positioning system is a computer controlled system

to automatically maintain an onboard floating drilling in

stallation' s position and heading by using own propellers and

thrusters. Position reference sensors, combined with motion

sensors, wind sensors and gyro compasses, provide information

to the computer of the dynamic positioning system pertaining

to the onboard floating drilling installation' s position and

the magnitude and direction of environmental forces affecting

its position.



The computer program working in the dynamic positioning

system contains a mathematical model of the onboard floating

drilling installation that includes information pertaining to

the wind and current drag of the onboard floating drilling

installation and the location of the thrusters of the onboard

floating drilling installation. This knowledge, combined with

the sensor information, allows the computer to calculate the

required steering angle and thruster output for each

thruster. This allows operations at sea where mooring or

anchoring is not feasible due to deep water, congestions of

pipelines or drilling equipment on the sea bottom or other

problems .

Dynamic positioning may either be absolute in that the

position of the onboard floating drilling installation is

locked to a fixed point over the sea bottom, or relative to a

moving object like a ship or another underwater vehicle. The

onboard floating drilling installation can also be positioned

at an advantageous angle towards wind, waves and flow of

water.

Such onboard floating drilling installations comprises draw

works for reeling out and reeling in a drilling line, whereby

the draw works may comprise at least one drive. Furthermore

onboard floating drilling installations comprise several pro

pellers or thrusters for dynamic positioning the onboard

floating drilling installation. Further, onboard floating

drilling installations comprise one or more generators for

producing electric current to operate the thrusters and the

draw works.

Onboard floating oil drilling installations such as semisub-

mersible drilling rigs or drillships trend towards electri

cally operated draw-works with active heave compensation.

This is used in order to keep a constant pressure on the

drill bit during the drilling. This generates a need for a

big oscillating load at the frequency of the sea waves.



Until now the problem has been solved by pulling the power

from the onboard generators and dissipating the braking en

ergy in braking resistors. This dissipates large amounts of

energy in the braking resistors. Furthermore, this results in

a varying load for the generators and thus poor fuel effi

ciency and also possibilities for an unstable voltage and

frequency .

The object to be solved is to provide a method for operating

an onboard floating drilling installation and an onboard

floating drilling installation, which enable that the power

pull from the generators of the onboard floating drilling in

stallation is kept as stable as possible during the operation

of the thrusters and the draw-works and thus enable a low

fuel consumption of the onboard floating drilling installa

tion .

The problem of the invention is solved by a method for oper

ating an onboard floating drilling installation with the fea-

tures according to claim 1 and by an onboard floating drill

ing installation with the features according to claim 10. Ad

vantages, features, details, aspects and effects of the in

vention arise from the dependent claims, the description and

the figure. Features and details which are described in con-

nection with the method for operating an onboard floating

drilling installation count as well for the onboard floating

drilling installation, and vice versa.

According to a first aspect of the present invention the

problem is solved by a method for operating an onboard float

ing drilling installation, comprising a draw-works for reel

ing out and reeling in a drilling line, comprising several

thrusters for dynamic positioning the onboard floating drill

ing installation and comprising at least one generator to op-

erate the thrusters and the draw works, whereby the method is

characterized by following steps:

a ) the power consumption of the draw works over at least a

certain period of time is measured and the power oscillation



and the magnitude of the power consumption of the draw works

over the at least certain period of time are determined,

b ) a power oscillation signal based on the results of the

measurement of the power consumption of the draw works is

generated, whereby the power oscillation signal represents

the power oscillation and the magnitude of the power consump

tion of the draw works over the certain period of time,

c ) an anti-oscillation signal which represents a power oscil

lation with an opposite phase characteristics to the power

oscillation signal of the draw works is generated,

d ) the anti-oscillation signal is distributed to the thrust-

ers ,

e ) the power consumption of the thrusters is adjusted to the

anti-oscillation signal.

Information about the power consumption of the draw works

have to be collected, This can be done over a predefined pe

riod of time or over the whole time. After measuring the

power consumption of the draw works the power oscillation and

the magnitude of the power consumption of the draw works are

determined out of the measuring results. After this determi

nation a power oscillation signal based on the results of the

measurement of the power consumption of the draw works is

generated, whereby the power oscillation signal represents

the power oscillation and the magnitude of the power consump

tion of the draw works over the certain period of time. Based

on this power oscillation signal an anti-oscillation signal

for the thrusters has be generated and distributed to the in

dividual thrusters. That means an anti-oscillation signal

which represents a power oscillation with an opposite phase

characteristics to the power oscillation signal of the draw

works is generated in the next step. This anti-oscillation

signal is then distributed to the thrusters and the power

consumption of the thrusters is adjusted to the anti-

oscillation signal. The anti-oscillation signal causes the

thrusters to vary their load consumption in opposite phase

and similar magnitude as the draw works. In this way the av

erage thrust is not affected. The load variation on the



thrusters does not have any effect on the ability to keep the

onboard floating drilling installation in a steady position.

The thrusters used for dynamic positioning and the drilling

drives of the draw works are interconnected in such a way

that the power pull from the generators is kept as stable as

possible. This is been done by generating a signal from the

draw works representing the power oscillation. This power os

cillation signal is superimposed on the control signal for

the thrusters adjusting their power consumption to the oppo

site phase as the draw works and thus generating a constant

power delivered from the generators. The power oscillation in

the drive of the draw works can be induced at least partially

by waves. The power oscillation in the drive of the draw

works can be induced further by the flow of the water.

As the period of a sea wave is typically 7-10 s a variation

of the thrust of this magnitude will not affect the position

ing system significantly. Further, the power need for the

thrusters are to a large degree connected to weather condi

tions with large waves and following high power oscillations

from the draw works. This gives a good basis for evening out

the load oscillations.

The anti-oscillation signal to the thrusters is arranged in

such a way that it complies with the regulations for the

relevant dynamic positioning class (DP class) .

The main advantages of this method for operating an onboard

floating drilling installation are that the generators have a

much more constant load, which results in a reduced fuel con

sumption, and due to a lower peak power and stable load the

onboard floating drilling installation can be operated with a

lower number of running generators, reducing the operational

cost even more. The draw works may comprise a drive. The

drive of the draw works may be considered to be a drilling

drive, as it is used in the drilling operation. It may for

example be part of a drilling drive system of the onboard



floating drilling installation. The drilling drive of the

draw works may comprise one or more electrical motors.

According to a preferred development of the invention the

method is characterized in that a control unit, in particu

lar a dynamic positioning control unit, of the onboard float

ing drilling installation carries out at least the steps b ),

c ) and d ) of the before described method. The power consump

tion of the draw works can be measured over a defined period

of time by measuring means. The determination of the power

oscillation and the magnitude of the power consumption of the

draw works over the defined period of time can be done by the

control unit, as well. After determining the power oscilla

tion and the magnitude of the power consumption of the draw

works the power oscillation signal is generated by the con

trol unit. Knowing the power oscillation signal the control

unit can generate an anti-oscillation signal which represents

the same or a similar magnitude of the load consumption and a

power oscillation with an opposite phase characteristics to

the power oscillation signal of the draw works. After gener

ating the anti-oscillation signal the anti-oscillation signal

is distributed by the control unit to the thrusters. The

thrusters adjusted their power consumption according to the

anti-oscillation signal. Thus, the thrusters pull their power

from the at least one generator of the onboard floating

drilling installation at that time when the draw works do not

pull power from the at least one generator. Thereby the power

pull from the one or more generators can be kept very stable

or constant over the time, respectively.

Further, a method for operating an onboard floating drilling

installation is preferred, whereby the at least one generator

produces electric current and feeds the electric current into

the grid of the onboard floating drilling installation to op-

erate the draw works and the thrusters. The at least one gen

erator feeds electric current into the onboard grid, which

distributes the electric current to the draw works, in par-



ticular the drilling drive or drilling bits, and to the

thrusters .

In addition, a method is preferred, which is characterized in

that during the reeling out or reeling in of the drilling

line by the draw works electrical motors of the draw works

decelerate the drilling line of the draw works. This ensures

that the drilling line, which can be called drill string, as

well, does not tear.

Advantageously, the energy which is generated by the electri

cal motors of the draw works during the deceleration of the

drilling line is fed into the grid of the onboard floating

drilling installation by at least one four-quadrant con-

verter. This enables the recirculation of energy which is

generated by the electrical motors of the draw works into the

grid of the onboard floating drilling installation. This re-

tional energy. The waves can be compensated by the draw works

and a relatively constant force can be applied to the drill

ing line. For example, if the onboard floating drilling in

stallation is lifted by a wave, the draw works can reel out

the drilling line.

Dependent on the plant layout of the onboard floating drill

ing installation the draw works may be equipped with at least

one four quadrant converter, enabling a refeeding of the

braking energy to the grid of the onboard floating drilling

installation, or alternatively with braking resistors and one

way rectifiers, enabling only compensation of the oscillation

of the active power. Therefore, a method is advantageously,

whereby at least one braking resistor and at least one way

rectifier compensate the oscillation of the power needed by

the draw works and/or the thrusters.

The draw works and the thrusters may also be connected to one

or more DC buses. Furthermore, this may combined and the op-



eration may be made dependent on the overall load situation

on board.

It is advantageously, that at least four thrusters are used,

whereby each thruster can be turned about 360 degree (angular

degree) , particularly in a plane substantially parallel to a

water surface. The thrusters are advantageously arranged at

each corner of the onboard floating drilling installation.

Further, a method for operating an onboard floating drilling

installation is preferred, whereby the several thrusters for

dynamic positioning the onboard floating drilling installa

tion are fed by position reference sensors, motion sensors,

wind sensors and/or gyro compasses of a dynamic positioning

system of the onboard floating drilling installation.

The dynamic positioning system can maintain the position of

the onboard floating drilling installation over the well. The

dynamic positioning system is a computer controlled system to

automatically maintain an onboard floating drilling installa

tion's position and heading by using the thrusters and/or

propellers. Position reference sensors, combined with motion

sensors, wind sensors and gyro compasses, provide information

to the computer of the dynamic positioning system pertaining

to the onboard floating drilling installation' s position and

the magnitude and direction of environmental forces affecting

its position.

The computer program working in the dynamic positioning

system contains a mathematical model of the onboard floating

drilling installation that includes information pertaining to

the wind and current drag of the onboard floating drilling

installation and the location of the thrusters and/or

propellers of the onboard floating drilling installation.

This knowledge, combined with the sensor information, allows

the computer to calculate the required steering angle and

thruster output for each thruster. This allows operations at

sea where mooring or anchoring is not feasible due to deep



water, congestions of pipelines or drilling equipment on the

sea bottom or other problems .

Dynamic positioning may either be absolute in that the

position of the onboard floating drilling installation is

locked to a fixed point over the sea bottom, or relative to a

moving object like a ship or another underwater vehicle. The

onboard floating drilling installation can also be positioned

at an advantageous angle towards wind, waves and flow of

water.

According to a second aspect of the present invention the

problem is solved by an onboard floating drilling installa

tion, comprising draw-works for reeling out and reeling in a

drilling line, comprising several thrusters for dynamic posi

tioning the onboard floating drilling installation and com

prising at least one generator to operate the thrusters and

the draw works, whereby the onboard floating drilling instal

lation comprises a measuring unit for measuring the power

consumption of the draw works over at least a certain period

of time, means for determination of the power oscillation and

the magnitude of the power consumption of the draw works over

the at least certain period of time, a first generation unit

for generating a power oscillation signal based on the re-

suits of the measurement of the power consumption of the draw

works, whereby the power oscillation signal represents the

power oscillation and the magnitude of the power consumption

of the draw works over at least the certain period of time, a

second generation unit for generating an anti-oscillation

signal which represents a power oscillation with an opposite

phase characteristics to the power oscillation signal of the

draw works, a distributing unit for distributing the anti-

oscillation signal to the thrusters and an adjusting device

for adjusting the power consumption of the thrusters accord-

ing to the anti-oscillation signal. The draw works can com

prise at least one drive, in particular a drilling drive.



The generators of such an onboard floating drilling installa

tion operate with a constant load. The less variation of load

reduces the fuel consumption of the generators and therefore

the fuel consumption of the onboard floating drilling instal-

lation. Due to a lower peak power and stable load the onboard

floating drilling installation can be operated with a lower

number of running generators, reducing the operational cost

even more.

Information about the power consumption of the draw works can

to be collected. This can be done over a predefined period of

time or over the whole time by the measuring unit of the on

board floating drilling installation. The measuring unit com

prises at least one sensor for measuring the power consump-

tion of the draw works. After measuring the power consumption

of the draw works the power oscillation and the magnitude of

the power consumption of the draw works are determined out of

the measuring results by determination means. A first genera

tion unit generates a power oscillation signal based on the

results of the measurement of the power consumption of the

draw works, whereby the power oscillation signal represents

the determined power oscillation and the magnitude of the

power consumption of the draw works over at least the certain

period of time. A second generation unit generates an anti-

oscillation signal which represents a power oscillation with

an opposite phase characteristics to the power oscillation

signal of the draw works. This anti-oscillation signal is

distributed to the thrusters by a distributing unit. After

getting the anti-oscillation signal an adjusting device ad-

justs the power consumption of the thrusters according to the

anti-oscillation signal. The anti-oscillation signal causes

the thrusters to vary their load consumption in opposite

phase and similar magnitude as the draw works. In this way

the average thrust is not affected. The load variation on the

thrusters does not have any effect on the ability to keep the

onboard floating drilling installation in a steady position.



According to a further advantageous development of the inven

tion an onboard floating drilling installation is provided,

whereby the measuring unit, the first and the second genera

tion unit and the distributing unit are part of a control

unit of the onboard floating drilling installation. The con

trol unit can be a dynamic positioning control unit. The con

trol unit enables a control of the power pull from the gen

erator (s) of the onboard floating drilling installation. The

control unit can further comprise the measuring unit and/or

the adjusting device.

The at least one generator produces electric current and

feeds the electric current into the grid of the onboard

floating drilling installation to operate the draw works and

the thrusters. The at least one generator comprises means for

feeding electric current into the onboard grid to distribute

the electric current to the draw works, in particular the

drilling drive or drilling bits, and to the thrusters.

According to another advantageous development of the inven

tion an onboard floating drilling installation is provided,

whereby the draw works comprises a drive including one or

more electrical motors for reeling out or reeling in of the

drilling line.

During active heave compensation, the drilling line is reeled

out by gravitational pull of the attached drill string when

the onboard floating drilling installation is raised by a sea

wave. The electrical motor of the draw works may be used to

decelerate the drilling line of the draw works. The electri

cal motor can be braked by drawing electric energy from the

electrical motor, i.e. the electrical motor of the draw works

operates as a generator. This way, the energy of the sea

waves can be converted into electric energy.

In addition to the generator (s), the energy of sea waves that

is converted into electric energy by the drive of the draw

works can be used to operate the thrusters or other consumers



onboard the onboard floating drilling installation. The fuel

consumption can thus be reduced by reuse of the wave energy.

Therefore according to further advantageous development of

the invention an onboard floating drilling installation is

provided, whereby the onboard floating drilling installation

comprises at least one four-quadrant converter for feeding

energy, which is generated by the one or more electrical mo

tors of the draw works during the deceleration of the drill-

ing line, into the grid of the onboard floating drilling in

stallation .

The energy of the sea waves converted into electric energy by

the one or more electrical motors can furthermore be con-

verted by the at least one four-quadrant converter to enable

a feeding of the electric energy into the power grid. In par

ticular, the four quadrant converter may adapt the frequency

of the generated electric energy to the frequency on the

power grid of the onboard floating drilling installation.

Dependent on the plant layout of the onboard floating drill

ing installation the draw works may be equipped with at least

one four quadrant converter, enabling a refeeding of the

braking energy to the grid of the onboard floating drilling

installation, or alternatively with braking resistors and one

way rectifiers, enabling only compensation of the oscillation

of the active power. Therefore, according to a further advan

tageous development of the invention an onboard floating

drilling installation is provided, whereby the onboard float-

ing drilling installation comprises at least one braking re

sistor and at least one way rectifier for compensating the

oscillation of the power needed by the draw works and/or the

thrusters .

According to another advantageous development of the inven

tion an onboard floating drilling installation is provided,

whereby the draw works and the thrusters of the onboard



floating drilling installation are connected to at least one

DC bus.

The onboard floating drilling installation can be, for exam-

pie, a vessel, like a semisubmersible drilling rig or a

drillship .

The onboard floating drilling installation comprises a large-

diameter steel spool, brakes, a power source like at least

one generator and assorted auxiliary devices. The primary

function of the draw works is to reel out and reel in the

drilling line, which is a large diameter wire rope, in a con

trolled fashion. The drilling line is reeled over a crown

block and a traveling block to gain mechanical advantage in a

"block and tackle" or "pulley" fashion. This reeling out and

reeling in of the drilling line causes the traveling block,

and whatever may be hanging underneath it, to be lowered into

or raised out of the wellbore. The reeling out of the drill

ing line is powered by gravity and the reeling in advanta-

geously by an electric motor or a diesel engine.

The drilling drive can comprise all drives of the onboard

floating drilling installation which are necessary to drill a

wellbore. Therefore the drilling drive can comprise the drive

of the draw works, one or more topdrives, an anchor winch

drive and the like. The drilling drive and the drill bit are

used to drill a wellbore. The onboard floating drilling in

stallation can comprise components like a mud tank, a derrick

or mast, mud pumps, the draw works, a rotary table or top-

drive, the drilling line or string, the power generation

equipment and auxiliary equipment. The hoisting mechanism on

the onboard floating drilling installation is a large winch

that spools off or takes in the drilling line and thus raises

or lowers the drill stem and bit.

According to another advantageous development of the inven

tion an onboard floating drilling installation is provided,

whereby the onboard floating drilling installation comprises



a dynamic positioning system with position reference sensors,

motion sensors, wind sensors and/or gyro compasses to feed to

thrusters to keep the onboard floating drilling installation

in position.

The dynamic positioning system can maintain the position of

the onboard floating drilling installation over the well. The

dynamic positioning system is a computer controlled system to

automatically maintain an onboard floating drilling installa-

tion' s position and heading by using the thrusters and/or

propellers. Position reference sensors, combined with motion

sensors, wind sensors and gyro compasses, provide information

to the computer of the dynamic positioning system pertaining

to the onboard floating drilling installation' s position and

the magnitude and direction of environmental forces affecting

its position.

The computer program working in the dynamic positioning

system contains a mathematical model of the onboard floating

drilling installation that includes information pertaining to

the wind and current drag of the onboard floating drilling

installation and the location of the thrusters and/or

propellers of the onboard floating drilling installation.

This knowledge, combined with the sensor information, allows

the computer to calculate the required steering angle and

thruster output for each thruster. This allows operations at

sea where mooring or anchoring is not feasible due to deep

water, congestions of pipelines or drilling equipment on the

sea bottom or other problems .

Dynamic positioning may either be absolute in that the

position of the onboard floating drilling installation is

locked to a fixed point over the sea bottom, or relative to a

moving object like a ship or another underwater vehicle. The

onboard floating drilling installation can also be positioned

at an advantageous angle towards wind, waves and flow of

water .



The invention will now be described again in detail with ref

erence to the enclosed figures, wherein:

Figure 1 shows schematic a first power supply of an onboard

floating drilling installation according to the in

vention,

Figure 2 shows schematic a second power supply of an onboard

floating drilling installation according to the in-

vention.

Elements with the same function and mode of operation are

provided in the fig. 1 to 2 with the same references.

Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 illustrate two different embodiments of

power supply system 10 of onboard floating drilling installa

tions, like semisubmersible drilling rigs or drillships. The

draw works 2 and the thrusters 3 pull power from the genera

tors 1 . To get a constant and stable power pull from the gen-

erators 1 a control unit is interconnected between the gen

erators 1 and the draw works 2 and the thrusters 3 . The

thrusters 3 used for dynamic positioning and drilling drives

of the draw works 2 are interconnected in such a way that the

power pull from the generators 2 is kept as stable as possi-

ble. This is been done by generating a signal from the draw

works 2 representing the power oscillation. This power oscil

lation signal is superimposed on the control signal for the

thrusters 3 adjusting their power consumption to the opposite

phase as the draw works 2 and thus generating a constant

power delivered from the generators 1 .

In fig. 1 an AC bus is used for transfer of the oscillating

power. This requires that the rectifiers 6 must be equipped

to feed energy in both directions. Four-quadrant converter 5

and a control unit 4 are interconnected between the genera

tors 1 and the draw works 2 and the thrusters 3 . The four-

quadrant converter 5 and the control unit 4 enable a refeed-

ing of breaking energy to the grid of the onboard floating



drilling installation. That means, during the reeling out or

reeling in of the drilling line by the draw works 2 electri

cal motors of the draw works 2 decelerate the drilling line

of the draw works 2 . This breaking energy is fed into the

grid of the onboard floating drilling installation by the

four-quadrant converter 5 . This enables the recirculation of

energy which is generated by the electrical motors of the

draw works 2 into the grid of the onboard floating drilling

installation. This reduces the need of additional energy and

saves costs for additional energy. The waves can be compen

sated by the draw works 2 and a relatively constant force can

be applied to the drilling line.

In fig. 2 the DC bus is used for the exchange of the oscil-

lating energy. This makes the power supply system 10 more

simple and a normal diode or thyristor rectifier 6 can be

used. The one way rectifiers 6 and a control unit 4 are in

terconnected between the generators 1 and the draw works 2

and the thrusters 3 . The one way rectifiers 6 , the control

unit 4 and braking resistors enable a compensation of the os

cillation of the active power.



Claims

1 . Method for operating an onboard floating drilling in

stallation, comprising a draw works (2) for reeling out and

reeling in a drilling line, comprising several thrusters (3)

for dynamic positioning the onboard floating drilling instal

lation and comprising at least one generator (1) to operate

the thrusters (3) and the draw works (2), whereby the method

is characterized by following steps:

a ) the power consumption of the draw works (2) over at least

a certain period of time is measured and the power oscilla

tion and the magnitude of the power consumption of the draw

works (2) over the at least certain period of time are deter

mined,

b ) a power oscillation signal based on the results of the

measurement of the power consumption of the draw works (2) is

generated, whereby the power oscillation signal represents

the power oscillation and the magnitude of the power consump

tion of the draw works (2) over the certain period of time,

c ) an anti-oscillation signal which represents a power oscil

lation with an opposite phase characteristics to the power

oscillation signal of the draw works (2) is generated,

d ) the anti-oscillation signal is distributed to the thrust

ers (3) ,

e ) the power consumption of the thrusters (3) is adjusted to

the anti-oscillation signal.

2 . Method according to claim 1 , characterized in that the

power oscillation in a drive of the draw works (2) is induced

at least partially by waves.

3 . Method according to at least one of the claims 1 or 2 ,

characterized in that a control unit (4) of the onboard

floating drilling installation carries out at least the steps

b ), c ) and d ) of claim 1 .

4 . Method according to at least one of the claims 1 to 3 ,

characterized in that the at least one generator (1) produces



electric current and feeds the electric current into the grid

of the onboard floating drilling installation to operate the

draw works (2) and the thrusters (3) .

5 . Method according to at least one of the claims 1 to 4 ,

characterized in that during the reeling out or reeling in of

the drilling line by the draw works (2) electrical motors of

the draw works (2) decelerate the drilling line of the draw

works (2 ).

6 . Method according to claim 5 , characterized in that the en

ergy which is generated by the electrical motors of the draw

works (2) during the deceleration of the drilling line is fed

into the grid of the onboard floating drilling installation

by at least one four-quadrant converter (5) .

7 . Method according to at least one of the claims 1 to 6 ,

characterized in that at least one braking resistor and at

least one way rectifier (6) compensate the oscillation of the

power needed by the draw works (2) and/or the thrusters (3) .

8 . Method according to at least one of the claims 1 to 7 ,

characterized in that the draw works (2) and the thrusters

(3) are connected to at least one DC bus.

9 . Method according to at least one of the claims 1 to 8 ,

characterized in that the several thrusters (3) for dynamic

positioning the onboard floating drilling installation are

fed by position reference sensors, motion sensors, wind sen-

sors and/or gyro compasses of a dynamic positioning system of

the onboard floating drilling installation.

10. Onboard floating drilling installation, comprising draw-

works (2) for reeling out and reeling in a drilling line,

comprising several thrusters (3) for dynamic positioning the

onboard floating drilling installation and comprising at

least one generator (1) to operate the thrusters (3) and the

draw works (2), characterized in that the onboard floating



drilling installation comprises a measuring unit for measur

ing the power consumption of the draw works (2) over at least

a certain period of time, means for determination of the

power oscillation and the magnitude of the power consumption

of the draw works (2) over the at least certain period of

time, a first generation unit for generating a power oscilla

tion signal based on the results of the measurement of the

power consumption of the draw works (2), whereby the power

oscillation signal represents the power oscillation and the

magnitude of the power consumption of the draw works (2) over

at least the certain period of time, a second generation unit

for generating an anti-oscillation signal which represents a

power oscillation with an opposite phase characteristics to

the power oscillation signal of the draw works (2), a dis-

tributing unit for distributing the anti-oscillation signal

to the thrusters (3) and an adjusting device for adjusting

the power consumption of the thrusters (3) according to the

anti-oscillation signal.

11. Onboard floating drilling installation according to claim

10, characterized in that the measuring unit, the first and

the second generation unit and the distributing unit are part

of a control unit (4) of the onboard floating drilling in

stallation .

12. Onboard floating drilling installation according to one

of the claims 10 to 11, characterized in that the draw works

(2) comprises electrical motors to decelerate the drilling

line of the draw works (2) during the reeling out or reeling

in of the drilling line.

13. Onboard floating drilling installation according to one

of the claims 10 to 12, characterized in that the onboard

floating drilling installation comprises at least one four-

quadrant converter (5) for feeding energy, which is generated

by the electrical motors of the draw works (2) during the de

celeration of the drilling line, into the grid of the onboard

floating drilling installation.



14. Onboard floating drilling installation according to one

of the claims 10 to 13, characterized in that the onboard

floating drilling installation comprises at least one braking

resistor and at least one way rectifier (6) for compensating

the oscillation of the power needed by the draw works (2)

and/or the thrusters (3) .

15. Onboard floating drilling installation according to one

of the claims 10 to 14, characterized in that the draw works

(2) and the thrusters (3) of the onboard floating drilling

installation are connected to at least one DC bus.

16. Onboard floating drilling installation according to one

of the claims 10 to 15, characterized in that the onboard

floating drilling installation is a semisubmersible drilling

rig or a drillship.

17. Onboard floating drilling installation according to one

of the claims 10 to 16, characterized in that the onboard

floating drilling installation comprises a dynamic position

ing system with position reference sensors, motion sensors,

wind sensors and/or gyro compasses to feed to thrusters (3)

to keep the onboard floating drilling installation in posi-

tion.
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